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TODAY‘S THEME

All around us, life corresponds to a beat. Footsteps fall along sidewalks and 
basketballs bounce on public courts—modern-day metronomes of a city’s 
rhythm. Grocery checkouts beep and postal workers buzz doors, keeping time 
across society’s most vital functions. 

The Pulse of a place in the world is created by its people: citizens, newcomers, 
children, and those who shape history. Inevitably, times change. New ideas 
rock the foundations of stale circumstances and modern concepts permeate 
tired views. A pulse isn’t limited to waves on a chart—it’s a glimpse at the 
epicenter of who we are. 

TEDxTUM 2021 encourages you to think in a new way about the tempo of our 
time: what pieces of our history will we revitalize in a new era? In what ways 
will we shift and flicker into something different? As history writes itself 
with us, TEDxTUM invites you to examine the flutters of our way of life.

SPEAKERS

Statelessness affects approximately 12 million people 
worldwide, including Christiana Bukalo. Stateless people 
don’t have any citizenship, which might not sound too 
drastic but can have grave personal consequences such 
as the inability to vote, to marry, to access social welfare, 
and the limitation of freedom of movement. It was the 
latter that led to a traumatic and transformative experience 
for Christiana, which in turn helped her find her voice and 
led her to a path where she now helps other people find 
theirs. 

As a Social Change Maker and believer in the importance 
of collective power, Christiana founded Statefree e.V., a 
platform and community for stateless people to connect 
and share their experiences. By stimulating a global 
conversation around the topic, Christiana is working on 
clarifying and communicating what statelessness 
means in today’s world—and what we as a society 
should do about it.

CHRISTIANA BUKALO

Daniel Cremers is a physicist by training, computer 
vision researcher by occupation, and the head of the 
Chair of Computer Vision and Artificial Intelligence at 
the Technical University of Munich. In 2016, he received 
the Leibniz Prize for his pioneering research in image 
processing and pattern recognition. When we asked him 
his favourite word, he answered, “passion,” something 
which clearly drives him in his work. 

Inspiration can be hard to come by, but Daniel is constantly 
inspired by the open challenges and unsolved problems 
that the world has to offer. Growing up with a strong 
desire to understand the world, he now strives to teach 
machines to understand it as well. 

His passion for computer vision and robotics has made 
him one of the most eminent researchers in the field as 
well as a pioneer in new algorithms for 3D computer 
vision. His work includes more accurate methods for 
camera-based reconstruction, more robust tracking 
approaches for moving cameras and novel ways of under-
standing 3D shapes.

DANIEL CREMERS

When Anna and Caro randomly met at the Olympiapark in 
2018, their world was turned upside down. Since then, 
they have become an inspiring and unique hand balancing 
duo: the Handstand Twins.

Starting from casual workouts, the Handstand Twins 
have now specialized in synchronized hand balancing 
performances and have taken social media by storm with 
their choreographies. As handstand coaches, Anna and 
Caroline guide their clients on their personal handstand 
journey that teaches patience, perseverance and self-awareness 
along the way. 

They have made it their goal to inspire others in finding 
joy in what their bodies are capable of, all the while ad-
vocating for both physical and mental health. Ultimately, 
the handstand is more than just an acrobatic exercise—it’s 
a way of life.

HANDSTAND TWINS

Benedikt and Magdalena know that things in life don’t 
always go as planned. Having experienced this 
first-hand, they wanted their marriage to be set up 
having this uncertainty in mind. 

Instead of burying their heads in the sand and counting 
on eternal love conquering all, this couple decided to 
talk, negotiate, and discuss what is seen as a taboo by 
many: their prenuptial agreement. 

Accepting the law of the land or the opinions of experts 
without fully understanding what or why, was never an 
option for them. So they started a new journey, involving 
legal terms, mathematical formulas, endless phone 
calls, and more or less welcome opinions of outsiders, 
which ended with their very own, custom-made 
prenuptial agreement based on their needs and goals in 
life - keeping the unexpected in mind. And that's how 
they turned a seemingly unromantic topic into one of the 
most romantic gestures they've ever exchanged with 
each other.

BENEDIKT UMMEN & MAGDALENA WITTY

Nightline München is there to listen. By students for students, 
the helpline lends support to callers who are looking to get 
something off their chest. By listening to what’s bothering 
them and asking the right questions, the Nightline mem-
bers enable callers to channel their thoughts and work 
through their problems themselves.

Inspired by a movement that first originated in the UK, 
Nightline München was founded in 2010 as an indepen-
dent, non-profit initiative. The calls are anonymous, confi-
dential and completely without judgement, thus creating 
a safe space for the caller to share anything. Following 
the concept of client-centered therapy, the listeners offer 
no advice and are unbiased.

According to Nightline members, even knowing that they 
made a small difference makes it more than worth their 
time. They enjoy the strong sense of community among 
the team, which develops through group activities and 
meet-ups. To ensure that they are sufficiently trained for 
every scenario, all members undergo training from senior 
colleagues and regularly consult with professional therapists.

NIGHTLINE MÜNCHEN

To Cosma Joy, a 20 year old singer and songwriter from 
Munich, music is quite literally the soundtrack to her life. 
Her goal in life? Become everything she can become, 
learn everything she wants to learn, and grow as much 
as she can grow.

Music is a collection of human experiences, a universal 
language that tells emotions and connects people. And it 
was music that connected Cosma's parents, who met 
while playing together in a band, and that has shaped her 
life since childhood. At the age of 16 she left school and 
dedicated herself to the music she often heard at home, 
such as Jazz, Folk, and Rock.

At just 17 years old, she was the PULS Artist of the Week 
and went on tour with Josin. At the 2018 Puls Festival she 
performed with the Münchner Rundfunk Orchester, provided 
backup for Tom Odell and Tom Walker, and recently performed 
at the Montreux Jazz festival in 2021.

COSMA JOY

Sebastian Copeland has made it his mission to call our 
attention to the most urgent problem facing our generation: 
climate change. Of the many ways to raise awareness,
Sebastian chose to combine his proclivity for adventure 
with his inherent inclination toward visual arts and 
science.

Alluding to the effects that human actions have on climate 
change, Sebastian aims to capture and perpetuate the
beauty—and the endangerment—of the Polar regions 
using photography. Referring to the frozen desert of the 
Arctic and Antarctica as a blank canvas, Sebastian has 
assuredly left his mark through his journeys, during 
which he covered over 8000km at temperatures well 
below -30°C. He has had the privilege to walk in places 
that had most likely never before seen a human footprint.

For his expeditions, Sebastian Copeland was named one 
of the world’s 25 Most Adventurous Men of the last 25 
years by Men’s Journal; he was awarded Photographer of 
the Year on four occasions, and received the National 
Order of Merit by French President Emmanuel Macron.

SEBASTIAN COPELAND

AUDIENCE EXPERIENCE

Did you know that only 50% of the value of a TEDx event comes from the talks? 
The other half comes from… YOU! You have an entire world inside your mind, 
and guess what? So do the other attendees standing next to you. 

Take in the sounds, the sights, your emotions, feel the world move around you; 
a singular pulse in an ecosystem. We may all be starved of some human 
connection, so take the chance to explore, discuss, and find inspiration with 
those around you. Our speakers have also dedicated this day to interact with 
you, so feel free to ask what you wish to learn more about them and the topic 
they have shared on stage!

To enrich the time between the talks and performances, we have also prepared 
several exciting activities to fire up your mind. Most of them are described on 
the following pages—make sure to visit all parts of our venue to find them on 
event day!

SPEAKER‘S CORNER
At our four speakers’ corners (red, blue, pink & yellow), you can interact direc-
tly with the speakers from each session. Whether you engage in intriguing dis-
cussions, ask questions, or just congratulate them on a great talk, the floor is 
yours! The hosts will tell you in each session which speaker will be availab-
le in which corner.

COM(PLI)MENT IN A PIG
Were you particularly intrigued by a topic or a speaker? The magnificence of 
our events shines in the details, so sharing your thoughts with the speakers 
goes a long way. Make sure to leave your comments or compliments in our spea-
ker-dedicated piggy banks! Afterwards, they will be given to the respective spea-
kers, so don’t miss out on your chance!

SECRETS FOR A STRANGER
As the defining aspect of Nightline München is to share anonymously, you, the 
attendants, will have the opportunity to trade in your own secrets written on a 
piece of paper for somebody else’s secret. Be encouraged to join in as the more 
people participate, the better the experience!

TIME-QUIZ
Connecting the past, the present and the future—a ubiquitous problem facing 
our species since our first pulse. The time to act might be now, but how can we 
improve our decisions in the present by learning from the past? Time is subjec-
tive and oftentimes we only consider an incredibly close time-frame when 
faced with a difficult situation... Thought-provoking questions and challenges 
with connection to our speaker’s talks can be found at our “Time-Quiz”, where you 
can give your answers and prompt insightful conclusions!

ORIGAMI
Oftentimes, understanding a difficult scientific concept is all down to nailing 
the basics. In our case, visualization will be an unavoidable tool. For this 
reason, we’ve prepared something to help you connect the dots—make sure 
to pick up our origami recipes! You can then experiment with these
handicrafts and get a better understanding of how 3D models are constructed.  

TEDxTUM EXPRESSION WALL
Discover our Expression Wall! Write your answer to this year’s question: ”What 
is the best thing that happened to you during the pandemic?” and find out 
what other attendants have to say! 

JOIN THE TEAM

Enjoying the event? Consider joining our team to help make it happen in the future.

We are a team of passionate volunteers who are driven by their desire to 
spread ideas in our community. We worked hard all year to make this day 
truly extraordinary, and we had a blast doing it.

2022 will be a year of big changes for us, as many of our team members are 
retiring. We will be looking for new core team members and people who are 
willing to take on a team lead position with more responsibility and the oppor-
tunity to really shape what we do. We need your help to keep TEDxTUM going!

If you would like to join our core team or become an event-day helper in the 
future, subscribe to our newsletter at www.tedxtum.com. We will let you 
know more about our recruitment with plenty of time to plan. If you believe 
that you have the time, passion, and sense of responsibility to assume a team 
leadership position next year, email us at organizer@tedxtum.com.

DEAR GUEST

We have waited far too long. All of us have gone through endless months of hi-
bernation, uncertainty, and dealing with circumstances beyond our control—and 
it’s not over yet. Our team has tried other ways of sharing ideas and serving our 
community, but there is nothing quite like the buzzing energy of our main event. 
And we finally—FINALLY—get to have one again.

Sure, it’s different from what we used to call ‘normal’. Many things are different, 
or rather, in a new state of normality. We had to limit the audience size, shorten 
the event and change the way we approach interaction and activities. We had to 
redefine and reassess some of the things that we thought were the core aspects 
of what we do. But we made it, and we have never been as thankful to be able to 
offer you an in-person experience. To reawaken the pulse of this amazing community 
of thinkers and doers.

We hope to take you on a journey today; a vacation from your everyday life, an 
excursion outside of your comfort zone, a journey of learning, questioning and 
discovering. We hope to give you an experience that reminds you of the world of 
human connection that we have had to miss in the past year and a half. Let’s see 
what our new normal looks like and how we can shape it together.

Let’s go.

Lots of love,
The TEDxTUM Team

ABOUT
About TEDx

In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local, self-organized 
events that bring people together to share a TED-like experience. At a TEDx 
event, TEDTalks video and live speakers combine to spark deep discussion and 
connection in a small group. These local, self-organized events are branded 
TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference 
provides general guidance for the TEDx program, but indivitdual TEDx events 
are self-organized. (Subject to certain rules and regulations.)

About TED

TED is a nonprofit organization devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading. Started as 
a conference in California 30 years ago, TED has grown to support those world-
changing ideas with many initiatives. For information about TED’s upcoming confe-
rences, visit www.ted.com/registration

ZEISS

What drives us

As the pioneer of scientific optics, we continue to challenge the limits of 
human imagination. With our passion for excellence, we create value for our 
customers and inspire the world in new ways.

About ZEISS

ZEISS is an internationally leading technology enterprise operating in the 
fields of optics and optoelectronics. For its customers, ZEISS develops, pro-
duces and distributes highly innovative solutions for industrial metrology 
and quality assurance, microscopy solutions for the life sciences and materi-
als research, and medical technology solutions for diagnostics and treatment 
in ophthalmology and microsurgery. The name ZEISS is also synonymous with 
the world's leading lithography optics, which are used by the chip industry to 
manufacture semiconductor components. There is global demand for trend-
setting ZEISS brand products such as eyeglass lenses, camera lenses and 
binoculars.

With a portfolio aligned with future growth areas like digitalization, health-
care and Smart Production and a strong brand, ZEISS is shaping the future far 
beyond the optics and optoelectronics industries. The company's significant, 
sustainable investments in research and development lay the foundation for 
the success and continued expansion of ZEISS' technology and market lea-
dership.

With approximately 30,000 employees, ZEISS is active globally in almost 50 
countries with around 60 of its own sales and service companies, more than 
30 production sites and around 25 development sites. Founded in 1846 in 
Jena, the company is headquartered in Oberkochen, Germany. The Carl Zeiss 
Foundation, one of the largest foundations in Germany committed to the pro-
motion of science, is the sole owner of the holding company, Carl Zeiss AG.

GOLD PARTNER
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HOSTS

PERFORMANCES

DORA DZVONYAR & JENNY CHENG

Jenny Cheng and Dora Dzvonyar met during their first 
week at TUM over a decade ago, both starting their Bachelor’s 
degree in Information Systems. After graduating with her 
Master’s degree, Jenny spends her days juggling structured 
and unstructured data while driving data culture. Dora 
earned her doctorate in software engineering and is now 
pursuing her passion for science communication 
full-time, currently helping to build the life sciences 
museum of the future in Munich.

While their careers have taken quite different paths, they 
continue to share their passion for TEDxTUM. Both veteran 
team members, they have watched the event and its 
community from the very start to its amazing current 
state. As a TEDxTUM marketing pro and Chief Happiness 
Manager of the team, Jenny loves helping others catch 
the spark for TEDx and enabling team members to thrive 
in roles that make them grow. Dora has led the curation 
team for years and has now taken on a more advisory 
role in addition to serving as TEDx Ambassador for Germany, 
helping fellow organizers build their events.

Jenny and Dora will serve as your hosts throughout the 
event, with Jenny as Captain of Comfort and Dora as Captain 
of Content. After a long period of virtual hibernation, they 
can’t wait to be back on stage with a room full of fresh 
minds, sharing ideas, questioning the world around them 
and sparking interesting conversations.

All around us, life corresponds to a beat.


